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Chapter 1 : Top 10 Best Books For Inquiring Minds - Listverse
This is a slightly different kind of trivia book in that it is not just a "question and answer" book. It provides some text to go
along with individual topics, and also, unfortuantely, an apparent political agenda.

Anderson, led by Captain Jesse Cooper. The other, captained by Ernest McSorley, was the S. The ship was
last seen on radar around 7: Edmund Fitzgerald, and what happened to it that fateful day: The large cargo
vessels that roamed the five Great Lakes were known as lakers, and the S. Edmund Fitzgerald was, at the time,
the biggest ever built. It was christened on June 8, , and made its first voyage on September 24 the same year.
The chairman of Northwestern Mutual had a long history with the Great Lakes shipping industry. November is
a brutal month on the Great Lakes. Frequent storms and hurricane-force winds can batter even the
toughest-built freighters. It left at 2: A second ship, the Arthur M. Gale warnings had been issued by the
National Weather Service the previous day, and by the morning of the 10th, the advisories had been upgraded
to an official storm warning. As swells reached 35 feet and winds raged at nearly mph, the ship contacted
Coast Guard officials in Sault Ste. Marie and said they were taking on water. After that, there was nothing on
the radar. The ship was approximately 15 miles north of Whitefish Point when it seemingly vanished. Captain
Cooper, on the Anderson, was in contact with the Coast Guard and made it to Whitefish Point sometime after
8 p. Later, the Anderson made its way back into the storm to search for the ship, but found only a pair of
lifeboats and debris. Along with the captain, the other crew members of the Fitzgerald included porters, oilers,
engineers, maintenance workers, cooks, watchmen, deck hands, and wheelsmen. Most crew members were
from Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, and Minnesota. The treacherous weather conditions are an obvious factor,
but experts differ on what they think specifically caused the accident. Following the wreck, the U. Coast
Guard and National Transportation Safety Board agreed that the tragedy was likely due to faulty cargo
hatches, which led to flooding. Predictably, there are still those who harbor other theories, including unsecured
hatches, maintenance troubles, massive waves, structural issues, and yes, even aliens. Author and Great Lakes
historian Frederick Stonehouse posited that the ship likely hit a shoal and took on too much water before
plunging into Lake Superior. Navy and Coast Guard deployed planes and cutters with magnetic anomaly
detectors, sidescan sonar, and sonar survey to find the wreckage. In May, a Navy underwater recovery vehicle
was sent to the site, and on May 20, , the ship was spotted below the surface of the lake. In the decades since,
only a handful of people have been able to see the wreck, which lies in two pieces. A pair of divers made their
way down in , the same year a crewâ€”with help from the Canadian Navy, the National Geographic Society,
Sony, and the Sault Ste. The Canadian government has since prohibited access to the site. For more on the
story and the ship, visit S. This article originally appeared in
Chapter 2 : Trivial Trivia Collections of Unusual Facts
Take our free Everything, Everything quiz below, with 25 multiple choice questions that help you test your knowledge.
Determine which chapters, themes and styles you already know and what you need to study for your upcoming essay,
midterm, or final exam.

Chapter 3 : Harry Potter | Harry Potter Trivia Challenge - Harry Potter Books Knowledge
The Everything Kids Bible Trivia Book: Stump Your Friends and Family With Your Bible Knowledge [Kathi Wagner,
Aubrey Wagner] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Chapter 4 : Everything, Everything Quiz
Everything, Everything has 16 trivia questions about it: Everything, EverythingWhat fake recipe does Madeline email to
Olly?, by Nicola YoonWhat is.
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Chapter 5 : Everything Everything Book Questions Quiz - By gkat
How well do you know Maddy's curly dark hair or Olly's ocean blue eyes? Test your knowledge about Everything,
Everything in this quiz.

Chapter 6 : Everything, Everything Test | Mid-Book Test - Easy
Your Account Isn't Verified! In order to create a playlist on Sporcle, you need to verify the email address you used during
registration. Go to your Sporcle Settings to finish the process.

Chapter 7 : Children's Books Quizzes - Children's Literature quizzes
Each book in the Everything "RM" series is packed with clear, concise information that is written in a fun, engaging style.
The large trim-size, bright colors, and great price attract readers, and over pages of unparalled content and two-color
illustrations keep them reading!

Chapter 8 : Everything, Everything Trivia
See more The Everything: The Everything Trivia Book: F Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

Chapter 9 : The Everything Trivia Book | eBay
Find everything you need to know about Bible in one easy-to-use guide! This convenient book covers creation, Biblical
promises, the word of God, prayer, forgiveness, and more.
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